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I'mma be a good doctor and I don't lose
Make you feel good and you won't refuse
I'm the one who gonna change your views
Regroup your soul with the moves I use
Feel good music doctor, reach your bone
And keep you keepin' on
Call me 'Doc', I'm your medicine man
I got the cure in the palm of my hand
Call me 'Dr. Feel Good Music'
If I can do it, you can do it, so can we
If you can do it better, you gotta prove it by me
If I can do it, you can do it, so can we
If you can do it better, you gotta prove it by me
Feel good music doctor makes you groove
I wanna make you move
Feel good music doctor reach your soul
Gon' let the good time roll
All the soul in a bowl, gonna kill your ill
So I've been told, yeah
My cure don't call for pills you're poppin'
Don't talk with your crutch, stop pain from happenin'
Walkin' [Incomprehensible] groove's way too shockin'
The remedy I use gon' set your world rockin'
I got a lotta money and I'm gonna spend it
Gotta dance and I'm ready to do it
I got a song, gonna hear me sing it
With you in my life, we're gonna party through it
Feel good music doctor, reach your bone
And keep you keepin' on
Call me 'Doc', I'm your medicine man
I got the cure in the palm of my hand
Call me 'Dr. Feel Good Music', yeah
Feel good music, I have been told
Let the good time roll
If I can do it, you can do it, so can we
If you can do it better, you gotta prove it by me
If I can do it, you can do it, so can we
If you can do it better, you gotta prove it by me
Feel good music
Gonna try the feel good music
Feel good music
They call me 'Dr. Feel Good Music'
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Feel good music
Call me 'Dr. Feel Good Music'
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